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Disposable latex agglutination test slides are developed using advanced polymer
technology. The slides have a surface nature equivalent to that of glass slides, and
provide an efficient agglutination platform to assist in both work and judgment.
5 Advantages when compared to glass slides
1. The hydrophilic, glossy surface is similar to the surface found on glass slides
Specimens and reagents are able to be mixed thoroughly and efficiently. The
result is an effective agglutination platform for reliable, trustworthy operations.
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2. The disposable slides eliminate contamination
One time use disposable slides prevent the spread of infectious organisms to the
user and other surface items which may lead to false positives.
3. Hydrophobic rings provide a clear demarcation of the active working area
The rings prevent the flow of reagents and specimens out of testing area during
experimental operation.
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4. Writable surface in the area outside of the rings can accept pencil or pen
User organization and control is vastly enhanced.
5. The slides are easy to cut - saving both time and costs
The user is able to create any size or number of rings as needed. Instant
customization saves time and achieves results.
Other advantages include: low individual test costs, the ability to obtain semiquantitative results, and short testing times.
Storage and safety precautions
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1. Handle with care. Do not touch or wipe the test slide surface
(especially the inner ring area), as doing so can interefere with test results.
2. Store at room temperature in a clean atmosphere. Avoid high humidity, high
temperature, and direct exposure to the sun.
More information
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®

-Pregnancy testing
-Syphilis testing
-Rubella testing
-IgM rheumatoid factors detection
-C Reactive Protein detection
-Anti Streptolysin O detection
-Anti DNP detection
-heterophile antibody detection
-and more

Corner options
Customized colors
Background colors
Logo imprint
Test well layouts
Test well shapes
Writing areas
Identification text
Printed graphics
and more
Brucella abortus antigen
Name
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Customization options

PathoDx customized slides

All our test slides are available for customization (size, shape, color, font,
application, etc.) - OEM orders are welcome. There are many different types
and styles for numerous diagnostic and testing purposes, including:

Latex agglutination slides are perfect for Latex test kits.
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